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Thesis Abstract
The present thesis explores the effects of racism on Aboriginal children’s social
and emotional wellbeing (SEWB) and Aboriginal pregnant women’s mental health and
wellbeing. Identification of protective factors against the effects of racism on child
wellbeing was also contemplated. The thesis comprises seven chapters. Chapter 1
includes a review of the literature on characteristics of the Aboriginal Australian
population and the effects of racism across the lifespan. This chapter also contemplates
the Aboriginal Australian perspective on health and wellbeing and the role of ethnicracial identity on Aboriginal Australian’s positive development. Chapter 2 describes
the thesis’s aims and expected contributions. It describes the data sources in which the
findings are based and the research questions explored.
Chapters 3-6 include four peer-reviewed and published studies. The first study
(chapter 3) is based on data from 369 Aboriginal pregnant women participating in the
South Australian Aboriginal Birth Cohort Study. The findings show that racism is a
pervasive experience, manifesting in the different settings (e.g., educational settings;
public transport) in which Aboriginal pregnant women perform their daily activities.
Racism was shown to be associated with increased stress and lower sense of personal
control in this population. The next studies (chapters 4-6) were based on data from the
Longitudinal Study of Indigenous Children (LSIC). Sample sizes varied according to
the waves of the study included in the analyses. The second study (chapter 4) shows the
effects of racism on Aboriginal children’s different social and emotional wellbeing
(SEWB) domains. Risk ratios were calculated to estimate the effects on children’s
emotional difficulties, peer problems, hyperactivity, conduct problems, and overall
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emotional and behavioural difficulties. The effect-measures indicated that the effects of
racism on SEWB can be observed 1-2 years after exposure.
In the third study (chapter 5), evidence was found for construct validity,
reliability, criterion-validity, and measurement invariance by gender for a brief measure
of Aboriginal children’s ethnic-racial identity (ERI) affirmation. These results provided
evidence indicating the measure of ERI is valid, and it was then used in the subsequent
study. The fourth study (chapter 6) showed that the effects of racism on SEWB was
attenuated among Aboriginal children who had pronounced ERI affirmation.
Implications for the protective role of ERI to different domains of SEWB were
discussed. Finally, chapter 7 offers a summary of the overall findings and implication
for this area of research. A list of references is provided within each chapter
The findings presented provide evidence of the impact of racism on Aboriginal
pregnant women and Aboriginal children’s SEWB. Results from two modern cohorts
indicated that Aboriginal pregnant women and Aboriginal children are subjected to
racism in everyday settings, with associations between racism and poor SEWB and
mental health.

Evidence of validity and reliability was found for a measure of ERI

affirmation in Aboriginal children. Furthermore, it was found that ERI affirmation
might protect Aboriginal children against the impact of racism on SEWB. The findings
show the effects of racism from a longitudinal perspective. The use of LSIC data is
another strength, as LSIC is potentially the largest cohort study on determinants of
Aboriginal children’s development and wellbeing. Future research can monitor the
intergenerational effects of racism among Aboriginal Australians and the protective
role of ERI affirmation across development.
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1. Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Defining racism
Racism can be defined as a system of beliefs and practices based on the
hierarchical segmentation of different groups according to ethnic and racial
characteristics. [1, 2]. This system operates through the perpetuation of positions of
inferiority and superiority attributed according to ethnic and racial membership. It
ascribes better access to important resources and power to privileged groups whilst
impairing ethnic-racial minorities’ mobility in the social structure [2]. The term ethnicracial minority is used throughout this thesis as a comprehensive term that encompasses
the range of phenotypes, racial socialization experiences, cultural heritages and ancestry
that characterizes groups socially defined by their ethnicity and race [3].
The power dynamics of racism presents itself in different levels. At a structural
level, racism corresponds to educational, economic, political, and broader social
inequalities [4]. Ethnic-racial minorities are disadvantaged in terms of educational
attainment, employment opportunities, access to health prevention and care, adequate
nutrition, access to civil rights, and political representation [4]. In its interpersonal facet,
racism is shown as discriminatory treatment in person to person interactions in the daily
lives of ethnic-racial minorities [2]. This discriminatory treatment happens in a spectrum
of subtle to overt forms, ranging from avoidance of contact to verbal and physical
violence and damaging of property [2, 4]. Experiences of interpersonal racism happens
in the home, neighbourhood, school, and work environment, affecting daily life [5].
Ethnic-racial minorities’ anticipation of discriminatory encounters and the associated
psychological stress can be considered another detrimental aspect of interpersonal racism
[2, 5].
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Racism can also have an internalized form. This corresponds to the assimilation
of negative messages about ethnic-racial groups by its members, impacting selfrepresentation, wellbeing, and influencing one’s evaluation of worth and capacity [2, 4].
It can contribute to one’s own group devaluation and allocation of effort to adjust to other
groups’ norms and expectations [2]. The effects of racism are commonly treated as a
product of individual choices or resultant from the interaction of unavoidable factors.
Nonetheless, the different facets of racism corresponds to the mechanism through which
preventable and unfair differences among ethnic-racial groups are constantly created and
sustained [2, 4].

1.2. Characterizing the Aboriginal Australian population
Aboriginal Australians and Torres Strait Islanders can be defined as the
descendants of inhabitants of the Australian continent and adjacent islands prior to
European colonization. They correspond to distinct descent groups who are diverse in
language, culture, social organisation, and political systems [6]. Aboriginal Australians
are estimated to comprise approximately 3.3% of the Australian population. A total of
798,400 inhabitants self-identified as Aboriginal Australians and/or Torres Strait
Islander, according to the 2016 Australian Bureau of Statistics Census [7]. The
Aboriginal Australian population lives across the Australian territory – from
metropolitan to remote areas. In 2016, over one-third (37%) lived in major cities, whilst
44% lived in inner and outer regional Australia. Around 19% of Aboriginal Australians
lived in remote or very remote areas [7]. The Aboriginal population has a younger agestructure than the non-Indigenous population. In 2016, the median age of Aboriginal
Australians was 23.0 years whilst that of the non-Indigenous was 37.8 years [7]. This
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age-difference derives from higher fertility rates and higher mortality rates among
Aboriginal Australians when compared to non-Indigenous people [7, 8].

1.3. Contextualizing the inequalities faced by Aboriginal
Australians
Aboriginal Australians face a range of entrenched socioeconomic and healthrelated disadvantages as a consequence of an historic process of oppression and denial of
rights [9]. Colonisation provoked disruptions in Aboriginal societies and economy, and
in the ability of Aboriginal persons to develop and support themselves [10,11]. The lack
of access to resources and rights, in relation to the broader Australian population, can be
observed in almost every socioeconomic indicator [12]. A recent report of the Australian
Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW) described population socioeconomic data from
the past decade and established relevant comparisons between the Aboriginal and nonAboriginal population. Educational attainment rates were lower for Aboriginal
Australians when compared to their non-Aboriginal counterparts. Although retention
rates for Indigenous students that completed Year 12 rose from 36% in 2001 to 55% in
2013, approximately 43% of Indigenous adults aged 20 and over had completed Year 12
or above in 2012-13 (against 70% in the non-Aboriginal population) [6]. In the same
period, the unemployment rate was 21% for Aboriginal Australians aged 15 to 64 years,
4.2 times for the rate of non-Aboriginal Australians [6]. The homelessness rate was 14
times higher, as was the rate of hospitalization for assault. Likewise, the incarceration
rate for Aboriginal people was 13 times that of their non-Aboriginal counterparts [6].
A similar pattern of inequalities can be observed in regard to health indicators.
Aboriginal mothers were found to be 4 times as likely to have smoked during pregnancy,
Aboriginal new-borns were more than twice as likely to have been born with low birth
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weight, and Aboriginal children were 1.6 times more likely to be obese between age 2
and fourteen years [6]. Aboriginal adults were 2.7 times more likely to experience high
psychological distress, 2.6 times more likely to smoke tobacco daily and 1.6 times more
likely to be obese [6]. In 2012-13, 24% of Aboriginal Australians reported their health as
fair or poor, with 67% having reported at least one long-term health condition (e.g.,
respiratory, musculoskeletal, and cardiovascular diseases)[6]. Finally, the estimate of
Aboriginal life-expectancy is 13 years lower than that of non-Aboriginals. Furthermore,
the Australian Aboriginals’ mortality gap is greater than the estimates from other high
income countries with disadvantaged Indigenous populations [13].
Of particular concern are the high and increasing rates of self-harm and suicide
amongst Aboriginal Australians [6, 14]. The rates of hospitalization due to self-harm
among Aboriginal adults, for example, increased by 56% from the early 2000s to 2015
(increasing from 1.7 to 2.6 times the rate of other Australians) [6]. Suicide occurrence
among Aboriginals is a health issue that affects both adults and young individuals [14].
Between 2001 and 2006, the suicide rate amongst Aboriginal children under 15 years in
the Northern Territory was five times the national rate for non-Aboriginal children.
Suicides of youths aged 10 to 17 years increased from 18.8 to 30.1 per 100,000 between
2006 and 2010. The rate for non-Aboriginal Australians decreased in the same period
from 4.1 to 2.6 per 100,000 (Legislative Assembly of the Northern Territory, 2012). In
the period from 2011 to 2015, data from New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia,
Western Australia and the Northern Territory showed that the age-specific death-rate for
Aboriginal children aged 5-17 years was 9.3 per 100.000 against 1.8 per 100.000 for the
non-Aboriginal community [14].
Indicators of Aboriginal Australian’s poor mental health and wellbeing can be
observed from an early age. Around 33% of Aboriginal Australians aged 15-24 years
20

reported having experienced high to very high levels of psychological distress in the past
year, compared with 13% among non-Indigenous Australians [6, 8]. Data from the 201415 National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Survey indicate that 52% of
Aboriginal Australians aged 15-24 years reported experiencing 1-2 personal stressors
(e.g., not being able to get a job, serious illness, mental illness, overcrowding at home)
in the previous 12 months, whilst 13% reported 3 or more [8]. Around 17% reported
having experienced physical violence in the past 12 months (21% of those living in
remote areas). Suicide together with self-inflicted injuries contributed most to the total
burden of disease for Aboriginal Australians aged 10-24 (13%), followed by anxiety
disorders (8%), alcohol use-related disorders (7%), and depressive disorder (7%) [8].

1.4. Research Findings on Aboriginal Australians’ Experiences of
Racism
Aboriginal adults experience episodes of direct discrimination on a regular basis.
Research in four Aboriginal communities (two metropolitan and two rural) indicated that
70% of respondents experienced more than 8 racism episodes a year (the average number
of experiences was 13.7 episodes). Also alarming is that 92% of participants reported
being called by racist names or racially teased, 67% reported being spat at or having
something thrown at them and 55% alleged having property vandalised. The episodes
were more frequent in shops (67%) and public spaces (59%). In addition, 30% of
respondents reported avoiding some daily activity because of fear of discrimination,
indicating the profound and sustained way in which racism impacts Aboriginal people’s
daily lives and personal well-being [15].
Discrimination experienced by Aboriginal children has also been documented [16].
Aboriginal children aged 8 to 12 years worry about experiencing bullying within and
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outside school environments due to racist Aboriginal stereotypes [16]. A study based on
parental reports showed that 14% of 1239 Aboriginal children aged five to ten years have
experienced racial discrimination. Furthermore, 40% of children’s primary carers
reported being submitted to discriminatory episodes themselves, and 45% stated the same
about their extended family members. Further, 31% of respondents characterized the
discrimination experience as recurrent [17].
Racism is a frequent experience for Aboriginal people across the lifespan [8, 18].
A survey conducted in 2014-15 described that 7% of Indigenous people aged 10-14 years
reported having been treated unfairly in the last 12 months because of their
Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander status. That proportion increased with age, with 34% of
15-24 year-old Aboriginal people experiencing unfair treatment in the same 12-months
period. Among those, 69% reported hearing racially-based comments and/or jokes, 56%
reported being called names, teased or sworn at and 29% reported not being trusted due
to their Aboriginal background. The most common place of occurrence was identified to
be school, university, or other educational settings [8]. In a different survey, 52.3% of
participants aged 12-26 years reported experiencing racism in the previous 12 months.
Among this group, racism was associated with poor overall general health, mental health,
and more specifically, increased depression [18]. A third study described that 32% of the
16-20 year-old participants reported having experienced racism [19]. The exposure of
both children and caregivers to racism is thought to negatively affect child health and
development, as well as youth and adult health and wellbeing [17, 20].
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1.5. The impact of racism on health and wellbeing across the
lifespan
There is extensive literature linking racism to ethnic-racial minorities’ health and
wellbeing. International studies from the last 30 years with adult populations demonstrate
that experiencing racism is associated with a range of poor physical health outcomes,
such as high blood pressure, hypertension, overweight, diabetes, high cholesterol, and
low self-rated general health. [21] Racism is also shown to be associated with poor
mental health outcomes, such as depression, psychological stress, anxiety, suicide
ideation and attempts, and lower levels of self-esteem and sense of control [20, 21]. More
specifically to its effects on children’s and adolescent’s health, a systematic review
examining 461 health-related outcomes amongst 121 studies identified that the most
commonly reported outcomes were mental health related issues. Consistent associations
were identified between race-based discrimination and worst mental health states. Such
experiences were significantly associated with higher levels of anxiety, depression,
loneliness, hopelessness, stress, social and emotional difficulties, and negative selfesteem [20].
In the Aboriginal Australian context, similar patterns of associations between
racism and health are observed [18, 22, 23]. The impact of racism on mental health and
wellbeing from an early age is documented. Among Aborignal Australian youth,
associations have been noted between racism and poor overall wellbeing and increased
depression, anxiety, and suicide risk [19]. Among 3993 Aboriginal children aged 4-17
years in Western Australia, almost a quarter (24%) presented emotional and behavioural
difficulties (e.g., emotional difficulties; conduct problems; hyperactivity) with racism
being identified as a potential explanatory mechanism [24]. Similarly, analysis of
national data from 1239 Aboriginal children aged 5-10 years reports associations
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between primary carer and child experiences of racism and child increased emotional
difficulties and behavioural problems, sleep difficulties, obesity, and asthma [17]. These
findings, however, have not yet precised the effects of racism on more specific
symptomatology (.e.g, hyperactivity, conduct problems) or compared effects across
specific age-groups [17,24].
These findings suggest that addressing racism needs to be a central component of
the research and policy agenda on Indigenous health across the life span [25]. Racism
has been argued to be an adverse childhood experience – as poor parent’s mental health,
parental incarceration, physical abuse, and domestic violence in the household – that can
compromise children’s wellbeing and positive development [26, 27]. It is plausible that
early and recurrent exposure to life stressors can compromise physiology by altering
neuroendocrine functions. For example, there may be changes in the stress response
system, leading to metabolic alterations that negatively compromise child development
and lead to poor physical and mental health outcomes [28]. Another plausible action
mechanism is the impact racism can have on mother’s wellbeing during pregnancy.
Maternal experience of racism is shown to be associated with preterm birth, low birth
weight, and small birth weight for gestational age [29-31].
Besides exposing children and their mothers to a psychosocial stressor, racism can
indirectly affect child wellbeing through its impact on their mother’s mental health [32,
33]. Evidence suggests that mother’s experience of racism can affect children’s social
and emotional development (e.g., increases in child hyperactivity, inhibition/separation
problems, conduct problems) via a worsening in maternal mental health [34, 35]. Mothers
from minority ethnic-racial backgrounds report experiencing greater parenting stress,
resulting from increased levels of structural disadvantage [36]. Stress, in turn, can lead
to increases in harsh parenting practices [34, 37]. More specifically, racism-related stress
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is linked to mother-child intrusive interactions and decreased maternal sensitivity to child
emotional needs at 36-months postpartum [33]. This body of research indicates the need
to target reducing racism as a strategy to increase ethnic-minority family’s health and
wellbeing, and to promote the positive development of ethnic-minority children [38].
Nonetheless, research on the effects of racism on Aboriginal Australian mothers and the
knock-on consequences on child upbringing and wellbeing is still limited. To the best of
our knowledge, no research has yet addressed the extent of racism experienced during
pregnancy and its impact on mother’s wellbeing and/or child development.

1.6. Aboriginal Australians conceptions of social and emotional
wellbeing and positive child development
The health disparities experienced by Aboriginal Australians and its link to
racism is well documented in the literature. Whilst studies linking racism and illhealth are recognised as an important step in promoting better health and wellbeing
outcomes for these populations, scholars have advocated for the need to better
understand resilience and protective factors in the Indigenous health literature.
Whilst recognising the impact of colonization, unresolved grief and trauma, and the
current inequalities in Aboriginal Australian communities, scholars [11, 39, 40]
have suggested focusing on the resilience showed by Aboriginal communities in
preserving their culture and traditions, and advocating for a culturally-oriented
approach when promoting Aboriginal Australian’s health and social and emotional
wellbeing.
The use of the term social and emotional wellbeing has been proposed by
Aboriginal Australians as a substitute for ‘mental health’ as it encompass the
Aboriginal holistic conception of health. According to this perspective, health is not
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centred on biomedical diagnostic labels, but also encompasses sociocultural and
spiritual aspects [11, 39]. The conception of social determinants of health promulgated by the World Health Organisation - highlights the role of psychosocial
conditions on the environments in which development occurs [41]. Its adaptation to
the Aboriginal Australian context notes the wellbeing of individuals, families, and
communities are highly dependent on their connection to culture and cultural
heritage [11, 39]. It involves a sense of community belonging, and connection to
spirituality, ancestry, kinship, land, and culture [11, 39]. Maintaining a secure
sense of cultural identity (e.g., participating in cultural practices, connection to land
and traditional ways of life) is shown to promote resilience and to protect
Aboriginal Australians against adversity [39].
Fostering exploration and connection to culture is also a central tenet of the
Aboriginal perspectives of child and youth health and wellbeing [40, 42]. Research
on Aboriginal Australians conceptions of positive child development points to the
centrality of a sense of identification to the Aboriginal Australian culture [40]. The
development of self-concept is intertwined with a sense of cultural identity,
including a sense of pride about one’s Aboriginal identity. Practices cited as
important features in promoting cultural identification includes connection to
community, kinship, and family respect for elders, connection to country, practice
of an Aboriginal language, and involvement in cultural ceremonies and traditions
[40]. More specifically, propositions of childhood resilience factors highlights the
importance of instilling cultural identity in Aboriginal children. Awareness of the
historical oppression Aboriginal people faced, their resilience in preserving their
cultural roots and history, and pride about ancestry and cultural belonging were
cited as a source of protection to mitigate against adversity [42].
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A survey conducted at a national level in 2017 provide examples of the extent of
cultural connection in the lives of Aboriginal youths [8]. The study showed that in
2016, 1 in 10 young Indigenous people (10-24 years) spoke an Indigenous language
at home. However, almost half of all youth living in remote areas spoke an
Indigenous language at home. Among children aged 10 to 14 years, 19% reported to
be currently learning an Indigenous language. In addition, 53% of Indigenous youth
(10-24 years) identified with an Aboriginal clan, tribal, or language group, 61%
were able to recognise their traditional country, and 69% reported having been
involved in cultural events in the past year (e.g., cultural ceremonies, events
celebrating Aboriginal culture and history, sorry businesses) [8]. As though
connection to culture has been pointed as a central tenet of Aboriginal Australians’
wellbeing, limited research has examined its developmental pathways [42]. There is
also need to expand this line of research to understand whether this sense of
identification can promote resilience among Aboriginal Australians.

1.7. Ethnic-racial identity and ethnic minority children’s social and
emotional wellbeing
The individual perception and feelings about identification to one’s ethnic-racial
group have been operationalized in the international literature as ethnic-racial
identity (ERI) [43]. This sense of identification encompasses different cognitive
and affective components [43, 44]. At a cognitive level, it corresponds to
knowledge of history, exploration of cultural practices, values attached to ethnicracial membership, and appraisal of in-group members [45]. Affective components
are feelings of pride, affirmation, and commitment towards ethnic-racial
identification [43, 44]. These components intersect in shaping ERI and become
more complex as individuals age [44, 45]. Nonetheless, ERI can be observed from
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childhood. Children as young as five-years demonstrate a level of affiliation,
commitment, and preferences based on ethnic-racial membership [46]. Research on
cognitive development suggests that during middle childhood children are capable
of showing concrete-operational thinking (e.g., multiple classification skills) and
acquire the notion of ethnic-racial constancy, or the understanding that ethnicityrace remains constant despite other external changes [47, 48]. It is in this
developmental period that socialization processes – including racial socialization –
broadens, as children start to explore social environments outside the family, such
as school, recreational spaces, sports teams, and the broader community [49].
International research on ERI suggests it can provide a sense of selfunderstanding and acceptance that can assist ethnic-racial minorities to negotiate
external demands and environmental challenges. A positive commitment to ERI is
known to contribute to ethnic minorities’ positive development. This is a line of
research that has encompassed Indigenous young people from different countries.
The positive effect of an affirmative ERI is shown in Indigenous youth of the US,
New Zealand, and Canada, for example. Among these populations, ERI has been
associated with increased self-efficacy, school engagement, academic achievement,
psychosocial adjustment, wellbeing, and life satisfaction [50-52]. More specifically
to its effects on childhood, positive ERI was found to be associated with increased
self-esteem among First-Nation children aged 5-11 years in Canada, which suggests
the importance of ERI for self-concept related processes from early in development
[53].
Beyond the empirical evidence on the positive effect of ERI on development,
research suggests positive ERI can be protective against the effects of adversity.
ERI affirmation was shown to be protective against the effects of racial
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discrimination on depressive symptoms and self-esteem among Mexican-American
and Native American adolescents [54]. This protective effect was observed to
extend to early developmental periods. For example, commitment to ERI was
shown to buffer the effects of perceived-discrimination on behavioural adjustment
among Black and Latin-American 7-year olds [55]. This was particularly salient for
internalizing problems (e.g., withdrawing, depressive symptoms, anxiety) [55].
ERI’s protective role was also observed for the effects of racism on externalizing
(e.g., hyperactivity, aggression) and internalising problems among 4-5year old
Mexican and Dominican American children [56].
Despite initial evidence of the protective role of ERI for ethnic-minority
children and the relevance of a sense of pride and commitment to culture among
Aboriginal Australians, little research has examined the role of ERI in the social
and emotional wellbeing of Aboriginal Australian children [41, 42]. The studies that
comprise this thesis aim to overcome this literature gap and contribute evidence of
the effects of racism – and the role of ERI – on the developmental wellbeing of
Aboriginal Australians from early ages.

1.8. Measuring Ethnic-Racial Identity: Limitations of research in
the Aboriginal Australian context
The exploration of the meaning of ERI changes as children mature, with
different domains considered [45]. ERI domains can be divided into the areas of
development and content [43]. ERI development refers to the degree of exploration
of history, cultural practices, and meaning of ethnic-racial belonging, leading to a
state of resolution and commitment to one’s ERI [43, 57]. The ERI content aspect
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refers to the centrality – or salience – of ERI for one’s self-concept and the valence,
or attitudes, including a sense of affirmation towards one’s ERI [43, 44].
Scholars have argued that ERI processes and attitudes can be combined in
different ways [58], with a sense of commitment to one’s ERI not necessarily
implying positive attitudes. Indeed, one can achieve resolution in terms of
understanding group belonging, but this might not have a positive impact on selfesteem [57]. One of the main criticisms made by scholars in the ERI field is the lack
of specification about which ERI domain is being assessed [43, 58]. In this manner,
understanding the components separately is an important step in differentiating
pathways in ERI development and the relationship between different degrees of
identification and related-attitudes towards membership [43].
There is limited availability of validated tools examining the ERI concept in
Aboriginal Australian children. Although considered a central component for
Aboriginal children’s development and wellbeing [42], there is only one tool
developed to assess Aboriginal children’s ERI [59]. Developed to assess ERI and
self-esteem among Aboriginal 8 to 12-year-olds from rural, regional, and urban
Western Australia, the measure presents some limitations. The psychometric
analysis of the scale provides evidence for subdomains involving knowledge and
salience of both Aboriginal culture and ERI. The scale focuses on knowledge of
Aboriginal cultural practices and salience of ERI for child self-concept, with no
clear specification of an attitudinal domain that informs children’s feelings about
their ERI [59]. In summary, it is necessary to providence reliable and valid
measures of ERI attitudes in Aboriginal Australian children. This would enable a
more precise understanding of the role of ERI attitudes to child positive adjustment
and wellbeing, independently of their degree of exploration of ERI.
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2. Chapter 2: Scope of the Thesis
2.1. Aims and Expected Contributions
The thesis presented herein comprises four studies. The research questions were
formulated with the aim of addressing gaps identified in the research on racism and
Aboriginal children and their families’ social and emotional wellbeing. I expanded this
line of research to explore ERI as a potential resilience factor for the association
between racism and wellbeing. The studies were based on data from different sources,
to maximise the ability to answer the research questions. The data sources used in the
thesis are presented in the following section.

2.2. The South Australian Aboriginal Birth Cohort Study
(SAABCS): Associated studies
The SAABCS started in 2011 at the Indigenous Oral Health Unit – Australian
Research Centre for Population Oral Health, University of Adelaide. The study is
coordinated by Professor Lisa M. Jamieson, main supervisor of this PhD thesis. The
SAABCS was originally developed as an intervention-study to reduce the burden of
early childhood caries among a cohort of 446 South-Australian Aboriginal children [1].
It aimed to improve mother’s literacy regarding oral health and applied motivational
interviewing to change mother’s sense of efficacy in managing children’s oral health.
To achieve the desired outcomes, the intervention started during pregnancy [1]. An
Indigenous reference group provided critical feedback on SAABCS project design and
data collection procedures, particularly data pertaining to social determinants of health
among Aboriginal Australians, including experiences of racism and mental health [1].
Ethics approval for the SAABCS and the data collection questionnaire are included in
Appendix I and II, respectively.
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The first study of this thesis is entitled “Racism, stress, and sense of control among
Aboriginal Australian pregnant women”. It aimed to expand the research on racism
experienced by Aboriginal Australians during pregnancy, a sensitive period of
development for mothers and their children. Studies have shown that experiences of
stress during pregnancy can affect mothers’ mental health and, potentially, parenting
abilities and child development [2, 3]. To the best of our knowledge, no study has yet
explored the effects of racism on Aboriginal Australian pregnant women’s mental
health and wellbeing. The aim of this first study was thus to characterize levels of
racism experienced by Aboriginal pregnant women and verify its association with stress
and sense of personal control. More specifically, it aimed to identify if racism would
increase mothers’ stress levels and reduce their perception of being able to influence
life events. This research question intended to further contribute to the literature on the
deleterious effects of racism on Aboriginal Australian’s lives. These findings would
contribute evidence for understanding the intergenerational effect of racism on this
population. This study has been published in the Australian Psychologist journal [4].

2.3. Footprints in Time: The Longitudinal Study of Indigenous
Children (LSIC): Associated studies
The LSIC is a national study including over a thousand Aboriginal children
residing all across the Australian territory [5]. It started in 2008, initiated and funded by
the Australian Government Department of Social Services (DSS). LSIC applies a crosssequential design encompassing two cohorts of children. The B-Cohort (or BabyCohort) comprises children who were 0.5 to 2 years when collection started, having
been born between December 2006 and November 2007. The K-Cohort (Child-Cohort)
is composed by children born between December 2003 and November 2004, aged 3.5
to 5 years at baseline [5]. LSIC collects information on a range of determinants of child
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health, wellbeing, and development. Its aim is to identify how early life events can
shape developmental trajectories of Aboriginal children. The study is conducted
annually. Data from waves 1 to 9 can be accessed under a signed deed of license and
authorization from the Australian Government DSS. Data from waves 1 to 8 only were
used in the studies included herein. These were the waves available at the time of study
design and analysis. Information on 1,617 children was obtained in wave 1, with
participants’ retention rate ranging between 86% and 89% across all 8 waves [6].
LSIC is a pioneering study in covering social determinants of health and
wellbeing among Aboriginal children, including experiences of racism and ERI [5, 7].
It is also the first study to include a broad range of the socioeconomic and community
environments where Aboriginal Australian children live, having involved participants
from very remote communities to metropolitan cities [5]. Data were collected through
questionnaire-guided interviews conducted by trained Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Research Administration Officers from multiple informants (e.g., study child
main caregiver, main caregiver’s partner, study child, study child teacher). The study
design and selection of data collection procedures involved consulting with Aboriginal
community stakeholders and researchers with expertise on the topic of Aboriginal
children’s health and development [7].
Due to its rigorous methodological design and the suitability of the LSIC for my
doctoral research, I applied for authorization to access the LSIC data waves 1-8. The
LSIC documents, data collection forms, and data sets obtained were carefully
examined. From there, the original research proposal was refined into the three studies
included in the present thesis (chapters 2, 3, and 4). The individual deed of license for
accessing LSIC Wave 8.1 data release is included in Appendix III. The LSIC
participants’ questionnaires are not included as appendices as access to LSIC
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documentation is subject to DSS approval and copyright and confidentiality restrictions
apply.
The second paper presented in this thesis is entitled “Effects of racism on the
socio-emotional wellbeing of Aboriginal Australian children”, published in the
international Journal for Equity in Health [8]. The aim of this work was to test the
association of racism and Aboriginal children’s social and emotional wellbeing. I
conducted separate analyses for the associations in the two different aged cohorts, as
they had different opportunities of being exposed to racism, and due to potential
developmental differences in the onset of symptoms. A meta-analytical technique was
then used to generate an overall effect-measure for the effect of interest. This research
design allowed me to maximize the longitudinal potential of the data. It is a current
limitation of the literature that associations between racism and wellbeing are mostly
based on cross-sectional data [9].
Herein, longitudinal data was used to explore the association between racism
and Aboriginal children’s social and emotional wellbeing one-to-two years after
exposure was reported. Data also allowed for analysis of the impact of racism on five
domains of social and emotional wellbeing (SEWB), as informed by the Strengths and
Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ): hyperactivity, conduct problems, emotional
difficulties, peer problems, and a total score for emotional and behavioural difficulties.
The expected contribution of testing the hypothesis that racism would impact child
SEWB one-to-two years after exposure was to suggest that the deleterious effects of
racism potentially persist over time, affecting key childhood developmental stages.
Another aim was to identify the impact on different SEWB domains, as to explore
potential nuances in the onset of symptoms. Age-related differentes were also
investigated, aiming to examine if symptoms would differ among age groups. These
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results could potentially inform early symptoms identification and facilitate
development of timely intervention.
The third study is entitled “Ethnic-racial identity affirmation: validation in
Aboriginal Australian children”. This study was published in PLOS ONE [10].
Information available in LSIC on Aboriginal children’s attitudes towards ERI was used
in the analysis. I contacted the LSIC research team to obtain information on
publications informing on the development of the ERI items used and any validation
tests to inform on the scale psychometric properties. I was informed that the original
items had been developed to assess cultural and Aboriginal educational strategies [11].
No analysis on the validity and reliability of the ERI items had yet been conducted or
published. To verify the ERI validity was a step necessary to contribute with the
evidence that the LSIC measures were methodologically sound and to provide evidence
on the reliability of results for the next study planned, which was going to be based on
the ERI information.
The study goal was to verify the psychometric properties of the items used in
LSIC as a brief measure of an attitudinal component of ERI in Aboriginal Australian
children aged 10-12 years. It was proposed that the items would fit a unidimensional
model as they were hypothesized to represent a single construct, nominated as ERI
affirmation. The study aimed to provide evidence of construct validity (e.g., the items
are associated under a common factorial structure, corresponding to the number of
constructs they are designed to represent), criterion-validity (e.g., the items are
associated with other constructs/outcomes in the expected direction) , and reliability
(.e.g, the degree to which a scale produces stable/consistent measures).
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Confirmatory Factor Analysis was used to verify if the data would fit a
unidimensional factorial structure, providing evidence of construct validity. Reliability
was assessed by analyzing the ordinal  and hierarchical . Construct validity was
assessed by exploring the association of ERI, as measured by the scale, and children’s
social and emotional development. Measurement invariance according to sex was also
tested, to assure that the scale would work similarly among boys and girls.
Recommendations of scholars on ERI assessment [12] were followed, by clearly
specifying the ERI domain being assessed (ERI attitudes). The main expected
contribution of this study was to provide evidence that the LSIC items work as a valid
and reliable measure of ERI attitudes among Aboriginal Australian children. Future
users of LSIC data would then be able to use the questions with confidence. The
findings would also allow for confident use of the measure in future studies with
Aboriginal children of similar age.
The final study is entitled “Does ethnic-racial identity modify the effects of
racism on the social and emotional wellbeing of Aboriginal Australian children?” [13].
This study was published in PLOS ONE. Data from waves 6 to 8 of LSIC were used to
verify if ERI affirmation could modify the longitudinal association between racism and
children’s wellbeing. The association tested was longitudinal, which is an advancement
in the field of ERI research. By hypothesizing that the observed effects of racism would
be reduced among children with higher levels of ERI affirmation, the findings could
provide evidence that promoting ERI affirmation might assist Aboriginal children to
cope with racism in a more adaptive manner. Additionally, to verify if the effect of
racism on wellbeing would vary per strata of ERI, a novel methodological approach effect-measure modification analysis – was used. This approach allows for comparisons
of the size of the effect-measures (in this case, risk ratios) among levels of exposure to
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racism and ERI. The method is epidemiologically correct and overcomes the limitations
of methods based on dichotomous interpretation of statistical significance [14, 15] .
The main expected contribution of this final study was to identify resilience
factors against adversity, specifically racism, a common experience among Aboriginal
Australians across the life span. This study intended to contribute with the evidence of
the importance of a sense of commitment and connection to culture and ethnicity for
the development and wellbeing of Aboriginal Australian children, to reinforce the
Aboriginal claim of their rights of preserving and promoting cultural bonds. To the best
of my knowledge, this is the first study to examine the protective role of ERI on the
effects of racism on Aboriginal child social and emotional wellbeing.

2.4. Overall aims
The scope of the present thesis is to examine the impact of racism on Aboriginal
children’s and their caregiver’s wellbeing. The research questions were designed with
the aim of overcoming gaps in the literature. The specific aims of the present body of
work are: 1) to examine the association between racism and Aboriginal pregnant
women’s mental health and wellbeing; 2) to explore associations between racism and
different domains of social and emotional wellbeing of Aboriginal Australian children
using longitudinal data; 3) to test the psychometric properties of a measure of
Aboriginal children’s ERI attitudes; and 4) to explore whether ERI offers some
resilience for Aboriginal children exposed to racism. All research findings have been
peer-reviewed and accepted for publication.
A study conducted in parallel with the present thesis is also attached (Appendix
IV). The study proposed to validate a measure of attitudes towards multiculturalism
based on data from 2,714 Australian adults participating in the National Dental
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Telephone Interview Survey (NDTIS). As this was a parallel study not specifically
related to Aboriginal Australian’s SEWB, its findings are not discussed in relation to
the main body of work that comprises this thesis. It is attached to illustrate efforts to
collaborate with other researchers and expand my research skills. The scope of the
study – attitudes towards multiculturalism – is considered to intersect with the concept
of racism, which is of fundamental importance for the present thesis.
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3. Chapter 3: Racism, stress, and sense of personal control among
Aboriginal Australian pregnant women
3.1. Highlights


The results confirm previous evidence that racism is experienced within the
community and extends the evidence to the period of pregnancy. Aboriginal
pregnant women reported experiencing racism in different settings where they
perform their daily activities, demonstrating that racism is a pervasive experience
that affects Aboriginal Australians in different developmental periods.

Racism was associated with stress and sense of personal control in Australian
Aboriginal pregnant women, which impacts on mental health and wellbeing.



Microsocial policies are necessary to buffer the effects of racism on the
Aboriginal Australian community whilst macrosocial policies are required to be
designed and implemented to reduce racism in Australian society more generally.
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4. Chapter 4: Effects of racism on the socio-emotional wellbeing of
Aboriginal Australian children
4.1. Highlights:


Among Aboriginal children aged 6-12 years, racism was associated with poorer
social and emotional wellbeing (SEWB) 1 to 2 years after exposure.



Racism impacted all SEWB domains analysed. Children who reported
experiencing racism at school were at increased risk of presenting hyperactivity,
conduct problems, peer problems, emotional difficulties, and overall emotional
and behavioural difficulties.



Children in the younger cohort (6-8 years) exhibited a range of emotional and
behavioural difficulties, showing a less defined pattern of symptoms. The older
cohort (8-12 years) presented a clearer tendency toward hyperactivity
symptoms, although difficulties in all domains were identified.



The findings have implications for caregivers and professionals working in
educational settings where Aboriginal children might experience racism.
Identifying such symptoms as a consequence of racism might allow for early
intervention aimed to promote discussions around multicultural diversity and
resilience to prevent symptoms from escalating.
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5. Chapter 5: Ethnic-racial identity affirmation: validation in
Aboriginal Australian children
5.1. Highlights


The items used to assess Aboriginal children’s ethnic-racial identity (ERI) were
shown to be a reliable measure of ERI attitudes (ERI affirmation) after testing
for its psychometric properties.



The ERI affirmation measure was found to fit a unidimensional model, after
Confirmatory Factor analysis was performed and items 1 (“I feel good about
being Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander in class”) and 3 (“I feel safe about
being Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander in class) were adjusted for
correlated uniqueness.



Besides construct validity, evidence for internal consistency reliability was
found by the calculation of ordinal Ω and hierarchical Ω. Evidence of criterion
validity was observed by estimating risk-ratios for the effects of ERI on
Aboriginal child social and emotional wellbeing. Analysis of configural, metric,
and scalar invariance showed that the unidimensional model was invariant by
gender, suggesting that the measure works appropriately among Aboriginal
boys and girls.



The findings provide evidence that the results based on the LSIC ERI data are
reliable. It demonstrates that the items tested can be used in future studies as a
brief measure of Aboriginal children’s attitudes towards ERI.
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6. Chapter 6: Does ethnic-racial identity modify the effects of racism
on the social and emotional wellbeing of Aboriginal Australian
children?
6.1.


Highlights:
Ethnic-racial identity (ERI) affirmation was found to modify the effects of
racism on Aboriginal Australian children’s social and emotional wellbeing
(SEWB).



The protective effect of ERI affirmation was consistent for specific SEWB
domains: emotional difficulties, hyperactivity, conduct problems, and overall
emotional and behavioural problems. Children with increased levels of ERI
affirmation were shown to be at decreased risk of having problems in these
domains.



Conversely, the children with high ERI affirmation were observed to be at
increased risk of peer problems. This was discussed as a possible tendency of
children with more positive attitudes towards ERI to stand up against racist
bullying. Potential limitations in the use of the Peer Problems scale of the
Strengths and Difficulties questionnaire among Aboriginal children were
discussed.



The results highlight the importance of promoting positive attitudes towards
ERI for resilience building among Aboriginal children. It also corroborates the
claims of the Aboriginal community on the importance of preserving cultural
bonds and transmitting cultural values and rituals to future generations. This is
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the first study to analyse the buffering effect of ERI on racism effects among
Aboriginal Australian children.
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7. Chapter 7: Final Considerations
The study findings herein demonstrate the pervasive effect of racism on Aboriginal
children and their families. They highlight the importance of addressing racism as a key
determinant of health and wellbeing. More specifically, the results of the first study
demonstrate that experiences of racism reported by Aboriginal pregnant women are
frequent and pervasive, manifesting in different settings in which the mothers in our
sample lived. Racism was shown to be associated with increased levels of stress and
decreased sense of personal control [1]. These findings suggest that racism impacts
Aboriginal pregnant mother’s mental health and wellbeing. Experience of psychosocial
stressors during pregnancy have been shown to be associated with problems in child
development and wellbeing in ethnic-racial minority groups [2, 3]. This suggests that
mother’s experiences of racism potentially affects Aboriginal children from the prenatal
period. These results indicate a need for future studies that investigate the effects of
racism during pregnancy on Aboriginal children’s health and development [1].
The findings of the second study demonstrate the impact that racism can exert on
different domains of Aboriginal children’s social and emotional wellbeing (SEWB) [4].
Analyses suggest that racism can contribute to increased emotional difficulties, conduct
problems, hyperactivity, and peer problems one to two years after exposure. Younger
children (6-8 years) tended to demonstrate a less defined pattern of symptoms,
presenting a range of emotional and behavioural difficulties as a consequence of
racism. Older children (8-12 years) presented difficulties across all domains analysed,
but a tendency towards hyperactivity problems was identified. The findings provided a
closer examination of the effects of racism in Aboriginal Children SEWB, expanding
from previous research previsouly conducted in the Aboriginal context [5]. These
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findings have potential implications for caregivers and educators that, being aware of
the effects of racism in Aboriginal children’s SWEB, can avoid judgmental
perspectives and invest in strategies to promote inclusion and acceptance of cultural
diversity [4].
In the next stage, the research goals were to identify protective factors for the effect
of racism on SEWB. The concept of Ethnic-Racial Identity (ERI) has been shown to be
an important resilience factor in ethnic-racial minorities’ youth [6, 7]. However it was
not known whether ERI operated in the same manner among Aboriginal Australian
children as this has never been studied in this context. The first step was to assess
whether the measure used to collect information on Aboriginal children’s ERI was
psychometrically sound. Analyses were based on data from the Longitudinal Study of
Indigenous children and found evidence that the ERI items included in the study fit a
unidimensional model. This indicates that the measure assesses a single domain of ERI.
The items were proposed as a measure of ERI attitudes – or ERI affirmation [8].
Evidence of validity and reliability was found, and also criterion-validity. The findings
also indicated that the measure worked similarly for boys and girls. These results
reinforced that the measure was appropriate to collect information on Aboriginal
children’s ERI. This further increased confidence the data was reliable to answer the
next research question. It also suggests the items can be continually used in future
studies focused on ERI development among Aboriginal Australian children [8].
Finally, I tested if ERI affirmation could modify the association between racism and
different domains of SEWB. Findings demonstrated the protective effect of ERI in most
of the SEWB domains analysed. Associations were modified in the expected directions
for emotional problems, conduct problems, hyperactivity, and total emotional and
behavioural difficulties [9]. The increased peer problems among children with high ERI
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affirmation exposed to racism was discussed as a possible result of children standing up
against racism or a possible limitation of the use of the Strengths and Difficulties
Questionnaire’s Peer Problems domain in this population. Overall, our results indicate
promoting positive attitudes towards ERI can assist Aboriginal children navigate racism
episodes whilst the necessary strategies to reduce racism at a society levels are designed
and implemented [9]. These results corroborate the claims of Aboriginal community
about the importance of the preservation of the Aboriginal culture and the transmission
of its values to the future generations as for positive development and resilience
promotion [10, 11].
A potential implication of the findings herein is that a call for action is still
necessary to counteract the effects of racism on the Aboriginal population’s health and
SEWB. My studies contributed with evidence that racism impacts Aboriginal children
from an early age, potentially from very early on – considering its effects on Aboriginal
mother’s mental health and the associations between racism during pregnancy and poor
child developmental outcomes, as observed in other populations [2, 3]. As children are
impacted from a very early age, the effects of racism might contribute to the
intergenerational poor health and wellbeing experienced by Aboriginal people. Overall,
these results suggests that taking action to extinguish racism against Aboriginal
Australian must still be a central component of the Australian political agenda. Again,
promotion of positive ERI affirmation might assist children, for example, to navigate
racism, but macrossocial policies aiming to promote a more equal society for
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians must be the long-term commitment of a
society that is proposed to be truly plural.
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7.1.

Strengths

One of the main strengths of this body of work is its methodological rigour. The
findings herein were based on two main sources of data: The South Australian
Aboriginal Cohort Study (SAABCS) and the Longitudinal Study of Indigenous
Children (LSIC). These two rich sources of data provided information on maternal
experiences of racism, mother’s mental health, and children’s exposure to racism and
SEWB. Both data sets contained information on a series of determinants that could
confound the effect estimates generated to represent the associations of interest. The
collection of information on confounding variables allowed for controlling the
influence of systematic error in estimating measures of effect [12].
The use of the LSIC dataset is another main strength of this thesis. This is perhaps
the largest survey currently conducted on determinants of Aboriginal children’s health
and development. It collects information on over a thousand Aboriginal children and
their families living across the Australian territory, in areas in which this population
live [13]. The study design and data collection procedures are selected in close
consultancy with Aboriginal communities’ stakeholders and researchers with expertise
on Aboriginal health research. In addition, this is a study conducted annually, allowing
for the test of associations in a longitudinal perspective [13].

Solutions to

approach possible sources of systematic error were adopted in all studies conducted.
For example, the possible bias generated by missing information was addressed by the
use of multiple imputation with chained equations [14]. Besides, the findings were
conservative as risk ratios were chosen as the effect-measures of interest. Risk ratios
were considered more appropriate as they consider the proportion of the outcome
among the entire population at risk and do not tend to be inflated when the outcome is
not rare, as is the case for odds ratios [15]. Therefore, by prioritising a conservative
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approach and addressing potential sources of bias, I believe that the effects observed
are accurate representations of the effects of racism on this population SEWB.
I focused on selecting statistical analysis techniques that could maximize the
potential of the data available. In study 2, for example, meta-analytical techniques were
used to analyse age-differences at time of exposure and to address differences in
relation to time of assessment of exposure and outcomes. In that manner, the metaanalysis permitted the examination of consistency of effects in the two different agecohorts of LSIC and also generate a pooled-effect as a general measure of the effect
under investigation [4]. In addition, the interpretation of results were based on
recommendations from associations of reference in the field of Statistics and the Social
Sciences (American Statistical Association; American Psychological Association) [16].
I deliberately avoided interpreting P-values and Confidence Intervals (CI) thresholds to
decide the implication of the findings. I focused on interpreting the size of the effects
found and considered CI as a measure of how precise the estimates were. A detailed
discussion on the need to move beyond the dichotomous interpretation of statistical
significance can be found in the studies herein included, more specifically in Chapters 2
and 4 [4, 9].
The main contribution of this body of work resides in expanding from the
exploration of racism effects on SEWB to the investigation of protective factors. The
first two studies focused on the effects of racism on mental health and wellbeing for
Aboriginal mothers (Chapter 3) and Aboriginal children (Chapter 4). Beyond the
specific contributions of each of these studies, I focused on investigating if ERI
affirmation coud be protective against the effects of racism. The validation of the LSIC
items used to verify this hypothesis were an essential step in guaranteeing the results
would be methodologically sound. In addition, it would contribute to confidently
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include these items in future studies aiming to assess ERI affirmation in Aboriginal
children of the same age. From there, future research can explore nuances in ERI
development and if previous findings can be replicated. This per se is considered a
contribution to the field.
In addition, the findings presented in Chapter 4 are the first evidence on the
protective role of ERI to the effects of racism on Aboriginal children SEWB. This is the
first study to provide evidence of ERI affirmation as a resilience factor against racism
in the Aboriginal Australian context. It expands findings observed among other ethnicracial minorities. Although the importance of ERI for the self-esteem and wellbeing of
Indigenous youth from other contexts (e.g., Canada, New Zealand) has been
demonstrated [17, 18], these findings are the first to show the protective effect of ERI
in youth from an Indigenous group. It is also one of the very few studies [19] analysing
ERI’s protective role against the effect of racism in children. The results therefore call
for the continuous investigation of ERI development among Indigenous and other
ethnic-racial minority children. A methodologically rigourous exploration of the
concept in different studies can contribute to further verify if ERI is really protective
and if the effects hold across different stages of development.

7.2.

Limitations
A limitation of the first study (see Chapter 1) included in this thesis is that

analysis were based on cross-sectional data. No information on mother’s mental
health was collected in the following waves of the SAABCS. In this manner, the
effects of racism on mother’s stress and sense of personal control was estimated but
the data did not allow verification of whether this association holds longitudinally.
Nevertheless, the findings are a contribution to the literature, as this is the first
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study to characterize experiences of racism among Aboriginal Australian pregnant
women and to document its effects on important determinants of mental health [1].
Future studies are necessary to verify the longitudinal effect of racism on
Aboriginal caregiver’s health and wellbeing. Its effects on parenting, and the
relationship between racism, parenting, parent’s mental health, and child
development is also a fertile ground for future research. The results obtained from
the SAABCS data is an initial step in addressing this important research questions.
The next studies were based on LSIC data. The main exposure of interest,
racism, was collected in LSIC from child caregivers. I understand that caregiverinformed information on child experience of racism might underestimate levels of
exposure. The inclusion of child self-report measures of racism could contribute to
generate more accurate exposure levels and assist in understanding the effects of
racism from the child perspective [20]. Nonetheless, it is necessary to consider the
ethical and cultural issues inherent to investigating racism from the child
perspective among Indigenous populations. LSIC is designed with close
consultancy with representatives of Aboriginal Australian communities and
research experts in the area. It is possible that racism might have been considered a
sensitive topic to be addressed among children. Considering the historical
oppression and dispossession faced by Aboriginal Australians, it is understandable
that community representatives might have been reticent and believed caregiverinformed measures would be more appropriate.
Another limitation observed in this data set was the lack of consistency in the
collection of specific variables during the different waves. In this manner, different
windows of exposure and symptom onset for the two LSIC cohorts were observed.
Although I had no control over the data collection, I aimed to apply analytical
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strategies (e.g., meta-analysis) to overcome such limitations. Another limitation of
the data was that the ERI items were only applied to one of the LSIC cohorts,
limiting the sample size used in our analysis. For example, when stratifying the
children with information on ERI per levels of exposure to racism, reduction of the
sample size was further observed. Larger samples with information on ERI and
racism could potentially yield more precise estimates [9].
Nonetheless, its is necessary to acknowledge the complexity in LSIC design
and data collection procedures. As a longitudinal survey contemplating different
domains of Aboriginal children development (e.g., oral health, physical health,
SEWB) [13], it is natural that differences in the data collection between waves will
be observed as to contemplate an holistic perspective of health and wellbeing.
Besides these limitations, commonly observed when working with large datasets, it
is still necessary to emphasize that LSIC is a pioneer study in collecting information
on the most relevant constructs used in this thesis – racism and ERI. Access to
LSIC was fundamental to explore research questions that could assist this field of
research to move forward.
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11. Appendix IV: Extra Paper - Development and initial psychometric
assessment of the Race-related Attitudes and Multiculturalism
Scale in Australia
Racism in Australia affects not only Aboriginal Australians, but the diverse ethnicminority groups that comprises the Australian population. Investigating racism involves
understanding ethnic-racially based intergroup attitudes, which are on the core of racist
prejudice and discriminatory behaviour. Therefore, understanding race-related attitudes in
the Australian context can assist in identifying attitudes patterns that daily affect the lives
of ethnic-minorities. In other words, the topics of racism, multicultural and race-related
attitudes are of special relevance for addressing inequalities in health and wellbeing in
Australian multicultural society.
The present appendix is comprised of study developed in parallel with the present
thesis project. The proposed study proposes to validate a measure of attitudes towards
multiculturalism based on data from 2,714 Australian adults participating in the National
Dental Telephone Interview Survey (NDTIS). This is an Australian population-based
study conducted in all states and territories, using an overlapping dual sampling frame
design. The scale was developed based on the 2015-16 Challenging Racism project and
the 2013 survey of Victorians’ attitudes to race and cultural diversity. Items were design
to reflect theories and social ideologies considered to influence attitudes towards
multiculturalism (e.g., Social dominance orientation; Right-wing authoritarianism).
Exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses were used to evaluate the measure’s
factorial structure. Criterion validity was assessed through known-group comparisons and
measuring invariance by sex, age, and educational attainment was tested.
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Abstract
Aim: The present study aims to develop the Race-related Attitudes and Multiculturalism
Scale (RRAMS) as a measure of multiculturalist attitudes, as well as to assess its
psychometric properties in a national sample of Australian adults.
Methods: The sample comprised 2,714 Australian adults who took part in the 2013 National
Dental Telephone Interview Survey (NDTIS), which includes a telephone-based interview
and a follow-up postal questionnaire. We employed Exploratory Factor Analysis to evaluate
the RRAMS’ factorial structure (n=271) and then proceeded with Confirmatory Factor
Analysis to confirm the proposed structure in an independent sample (n=2,443).
Measurement invariance was evaluated according to sex, age and educational attainment.
Criterion validity was assessed through known-groups comparisons. Internal consistency was
assessed with McDonald’s H and ordinal 𝛼. Multiple imputation by chained equations was
adopted to handle missing data.
Results: EFA indicated a two-factor structure would best fit the data following the exclusion
of 4 out of 12 items, which was then confirmed in an independent sample (2(19) = 341.070,
p<0.001, CFI = 0.974, RMSEA = 0.083; 90% CI [0.076, 0.091]). Measurement invariance
analyses indicated that the RRAMS items can be used to compare men/women, participants
with/without tertiary education and young/older participants. The “Anglocentric/Assimilationist attitudes” (H = 0.83, ORDINAL = 0.85) and “Inclusive/Pluralistic
attitudes” subscales (H = 0.77, ORDINAL = 0.79) showed adequate reliability. Men and
participants without tertiary education had higher Anglo-centric/assimilationist attitudes and
lower inclusive/pluralistic attitudes, suggesting criterion-related validity.
Conclusions: The RRAMS appears to be a valid and reliable measure to evaluate
multiculturalist attitudes in the Australian context. The instrument may be useful to
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interventions aiming to promote multiculturalist inclusive attitudes and to increase social
cohesion in Australia.
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Introduction
Racism emerges whenever social and individual values, norms and practices of a
given group are considered superior to others. Racism occurs with the particular aim of
creating, maintaining or reinforcing power imbalances, as well as the corresponding
inequalities in opportunities and resources along racial lines [1]. Similar to most
contemporary societies, Australia is characterized by co-existing expressions of cultural
diversity on the one hand, and negative impacts of racism on social cohesion, on the
other [1]. In Australia, the mental health costs directly attributable to racism have been
estimated at 235,452 disability-adjusted life years lost, which is equivalent to an
average $37.9 billion in productivity loss per annum, equivalent to 3% of the Australian
annual Gross Domestic Product (GDP) over 2001–2011 [2]. Such a strong relationship
is an indication that racism may erode the very social fabric of the Australian society by
producing mental disorders and suffering, which unevenly impacts upon racially
marginalized groups.
Social conceptions that shape intergroup relations form the common ground upon
which intergroup attitudes and discriminatory behaviour take place [3]. On an empirical
level, findings suggest that racist attitudes are associated with racist behaviours and
racial-ethnic minorities’ experiences of discrimination [4]. Positive attitudes towards
diversity, however, are negatively associated with discriminatory behaviour [5]. In this
study, we propose to explore attitudes in relation to multiculturalism, a construct of
special relevance to the social, economic and political fabric of contemporary Australia
[6]. We focus on multiculturalism as an ideology of acknowledging and celebrating
ethnic and cultural differences, in which the need for preserving cultural identities is
recognized [7]. It reflects a “sensibility and disposition towards cultural differences
among large sections of the population”[8]. Data from the 2016 Australian Census
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revealed that one in three Australians were born overseas, and a similar proportion of
individuals speak a language other than English at home. Nevertheless, assimilationist
attitudes – expectations of conformation to the dominant culture – often prevail, as
opposed to multiculturalist perspectives that accept and praise racial and ethnic-cultural
diversity [9]. Understanding attitudes to multiculturalism can contribute to unveil the
dynamics of racism and discrimination against minorities in the country, fostering
public debate and policy formulation aimed to promote positive intergroup relations
[10].
Research on ethnic-racial intergroup attitudes benefitted from the inputs of theories
on ideological attitudes that explains group-based dominance and social cohesion [1113]. Social Dominance Orientation (SDO), for example, reflects the degree to which
respondents believe that hierarchy-based dominance between social groups is natural
[14]. Discrimination against minorities, therefore, can be explained by the degree of
endorsement of the notion that group-based hierarchies are natural and inevitable [14].
Endorsement of group-based dominance and out-group prejudice tends to increase
among those with highly identify with the dominant group, as they represent a
mechanism of maintaining the in-group status quo [12].
Research on ethnic-racial intergroup relations in contemporary society has also
explored the Right-wing Authoritarianism (RWA) concept [15-17]. RWA is
characterized by the endorsement of social conservative values, morality, collective
security, group-based social cohesion, and strict obedience to social authorities [15, 17].
Those who endorse RWA values can be more sensitive to threats to social stability,
being prone to conservative values as to increase their perception of control and
collective security [18]. Perception of threat has been shown to mediate the association
between group identification and attitudes towards multiculturalism [11]. Those that
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consider immigrants or ethnic-racial minorities as a threat to the control of resources or
maintenance of the dominant social values tends to endorse more
conservative/assimilationist attitudes towards multiculturalism [11, 19].
Sustaining dominant group status quo can also be achieved by the avoidance of
acknowledging and approaching ethnic-racial inequalities in the population. The socalled colour-blind racial ideology denies the existence of racism and justifies racial
inequalities as a result of personal decisions, meritocratic achievements, and market
forces [20, 21]. By denying racist practices and racial inequalities, it provides the
discursive tools to downplay policy proposals to promote racial justice and therefore
maintains the power imbalance between ethnic-racial groups [20]. Following this
perspective, public denial of racism has been pointed as an obstacle to a deeper
commitment to multiculturalism in Australia [13, 22]. Although the existence of racism
is acknowledged, most Australians fail to recognise the existence of Anglo-privilege, a
step necessary in reducing the imbalance in resource distribution and political
representation among ethnic-racial groups [13].
Taken together, the results mentioned above point to the centrality of properly
assessing the different facets of intergroup attitudes towards multiculturalism as to
inform public debate and contribute to prevent and counteract discrimination. It is
important to note that the majority of the available scales used to assess race-related
attitudes have been developed and psychometrically examined among U.S. populations
[7]. These tools may not be relevant or provide valid/reliable estimates of race-related
attitudes in non-US contexts, though, given the considerable contextual dependency of
racism. Historiographic and sociological accounts of racial dynamics usually emphasize
specificities in terms of colonization, past and contemporary immigration policies, and
patterns of cultural diversity as key aspects.
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Australia is a settler society that started with a policy of Anglo-celtic migration
only, later expanded to include migrants from other European-backgrounds (e.g.,
Greeks, Italians), having only in the 1980’s opened its borders to migrants from Asian
and Middle-Eastern descent. That and other differences in relation to other settler
colonies (e.g., limited involvement on the Atlantic slavery trade) produce specific
effects on social integration and justify the limitations of transposing tools validated in
other populations to the Australian context. Just like other multiculturalist societies like
Canada and New Zealand, multiculturalism was debated at a national level as a statepolicy in the 1970’s. Backlashes from conservative sectors, nonetheless, contributed to
prioritise an assimilationist perspective on the implementation of multiculturalism
values in society. Australia has also historically dispossessed and oppressed the native
Aboriginal Australians since the beginning of colonization with ongoing effects until
present [23]. Our study does not contemplate this agenda as to respect the pledge that
the effects of colonisation and racism faced by Aboriginal Australians has unique
features and can be diminished when contemplated under the umbrella of
multiculturalism [24].
To the best of our knowledge, two measurement instruments that provide
information on racial, ethnic, and cultural acceptance (i.e. race-related and
multiculturalist attitudes) have been previously developed and assessed in Australia [7,
25]. While the first has focused on intercultural understanding among teachers and
students in schools [25], psychometric evaluation of the second was carried out in
relatively young and convenience samples of primary and secondary school students
(all younger than 15 years-old residing in Victoria) and community members (mean age
of 23 years-old with 70% residing mainly in Victoria), which limits their applicability
at a national level and among older age groups. Therefore, neither an integrated picture
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of attitudes towards multiculturalism across the country has yet been delineated, nor a
range of strategies to advance racial equity based on this knowledge have been
proposed.
The present study proposes the Race-related Attitudes and Multiculturalism Scale
(RRAMS) as a measure of attitudes towards multiculturalism. The items were
formulated to reflect social ideologies and collective believes identified to influence
ethnic-racial intergroup attitudes. The aim of this study was to verify its applicability to
the Australian context by assessing the extent to which the RRAMS provides valid and
reliable measurement in a sample of Australian adults across all states and territories. In
particular, the internal validity of the RRAMS was assessed in terms of its configural
structure (i.e., the number of underlying factors), metric properties – the magnitude of
item loadings and thresholds –, as well as measurement invariance (i.e., whether it
allowed meaningful comparisons across sociodemographic characteristics). External
validity of the RRAMS was then assessed in term of its criterion-related validity.
Methods
Study design and participants
This was an Australian population-based study, with data obtained from the 2013
National Dental Telephone Interview Survey (NDTIS), which includes a telephonebased interview and a follow-up postal questionnaire. The NDTIS has been carried out
periodically by the University of Adelaide since 1994, and comprises a large national
sample of Australian residents aged 5 years and over. The NDTIS is a random sample
survey that collects information on the dental health and use of dental services of
Australians in all states and territories. The survey also collects data on social
determinants of oral health and wellbeing, which include detailed information on
sociodemographic factors, such as household income, education, country of birth,
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remoteness of location and main language spoken at home. For the 2013 survey, an
overlapping dual sampling frame design was adopted. The first sampling frame was
created from the electronic product ‘Australia on Disc 2012 Residential; an annually
updated electronic listing of people/households listed in the White Pages across
Australia. Both landline and mobile telephone numbers were provided on records
where applicable.
A stratified two-stage sampling design was used to select a sample of people from
this sampling frame. Records listed on the frame were stratified by state/territory and
region, where region was defined as Capital City/Rest of State. A systematic sample of
records was selected from each stratum using specified sampling fractions [26]. To
include households that were not listed in the White Pages, a second sampling frame
comprising 20,000 randomly generated mobile telephone numbers was used. This
sampling frame was supplied by Sampleworx and the mobile telephone numbers were
created by appending randomly generated suffix numbers to all known Australian
mobile prefix numbers. As the mobile numbers did not contain address information, the
sampling frame could not be stratified by geographic region. A random sample of
mobile numbers was selected from the frame and contacted to establish the main user
of the mobile phone. This person was asked to participate in the telephone interview,
provided that they were aged 18 years or over [26].
Following the completion of the telephone interview survey, participants were invited
to respond to the postal questionnaire component. Those who agreed were sent a
covering letter with the questionnaire and reply-paid envelope enclosed. A reminder
postcard was sent two weeks later, with, if necessary, two additional follow-up
letters/questionnaires sent subsequent to the postcard. A total of 6,340 Australian adults
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aged 18+ years took part in the 2013 NDTIS, with 2,935 (46.3%) completing the
follow-up postal questionnaire. Sample characteristics are displayed in Table 1. Two
thirds of the sample were 45 to 98 years-old and had Technical and Further Education
(TAFE) or went to university. Women corresponded to 60.3% of the sample. The
majority of participants were born in Australia (76.7%), 12.8% were originally from
Europe and 10.5% from the other continents (Asia, Africa and Americas).
Table 1. Characteristics of study participants (n=2,714).
Total sample

EFA sample

CFA sample

n

%

n

%

n

%

18 to 45 years old

809

29.8

101

37.3

708

29.0

46 to 98 years old

1818

67.0

162

59.8

1656

67.8

87

3.2

8

3.0

79

3.2

1637

60.3

176

64.9

1461

59.8

990

36.5

87

32.1

903

37.0

87

3.2

8

3.0

79

3.2

548

20.2

60

22.1

1876

20.0

2079

76.6

203

74.9

488

76.8

87

3.2

8

3.0

79

3.2

Sample characteristics
Age

Missing
Sex
Female
Male
Missing
Education
High school or less
TAFE* or university
Missing
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Country of birth
Australia

2079

76.7

209

77.1

1870

76.5

72

2.7

6

2.2

66

2.7

347

12.8

36

13.3

311

12.7

Africa & Middle East

43

1.6

1

0.4

42

1.7

Asia

56

2.1

5

1.8

51

2.1

Americas

30

1.1

6

2.2

24

1.0

Missing

87

3.2

8

3.0

79

3.2

Rest of Oceania
Europe

*TAFE, Technical and Further Education (trade school/college).
Ethical approval and consent
Ethical approval for the study was granted by the University of Adelaide’s Human
Research Ethics Committee (approval number HS-2013-036). All
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were conducted with R software [27] and R packages lavaan [28],
and semTools [29].
Phase 1: Item development
The RRAMS was developed by a group of researchers with expertise on the topics
of racism, multiculturalism, and race-related attitudes in Australia. To ensure content
validity [30] in the Australian context, the scale was based on large surveys carried out
in the country that were co-designed by the abovementioned group of researchers.
These include the 2015-16 Challenging Racism Project [31] and the 2013 survey of
Victorians’ attitudes to race and cultural diversity [32]. The RRAMS was proposed as
comprised by two subscales. The first subscale included six items reflecting theories
and social ideologies in agreement with “Anglo-centric/Assimilationist attitudes” It
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included items measuring compliance to RWA (e.g, ‘We need to stop spreading
dangerous ideas and stick to the way things have always been done in Australia’),
agreement with SDO (‘It is okay if some racial or ethnic groups have better
opportunities in life than others’), endorsement of colour-blind racial ideology (e.g.,
‘We shouldn’t talk about racial or ethnic differences’ ), zero-sum racist thinking (e.g.,
‘Racial or ethnic minority groups take away jobs from other Australians’), and
endorsement of assimilationist ideology (e.g., ‘People from racial or ethnic minority
groups should behave more like mainstream Australians’).
The second subscale comprised six items assessing agreement with
“Inclusive/Pluralistic attitudes”. It included low compliance to RWA (e.g., ‘Some of
the best people in our country are those who are challenging our government and
ignoring the ‘normal’ way things are supposed to be done’), low SDO (e.g., ‘We should
do what we can to create equal conditions for different racial or ethnic groups’),
acknowledgment of racism (e.g., People from racial or ethnic minority groups
experience discrimination in Australia), acknowledgment of white privilege (e.g.,
‘Australians from an Anglo background (that is, of British descent) enjoy an
advantaged position in our society’), and embracement of multiculturalism (e.g.
“People from racial or ethnic minority groups benefit Australian society”). Besides
their theoretical relevance, these constructs have been found in previous national
studies in Australia to be acceptable and appropriate for assessing population racerelated attitudes [31] [32]. Response options for each item ranged from ‘strongly
disagree’ (0), ‘disagree’ (1), ‘neither agree nor disagree’ (2), and ‘agree’ (3) to
‘strongly agree’ (4).
Phase 2: Identification of a potential factorial structure
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Since the RRAMS was conceptualized to measure agreement with both issues
of conformity to the dominant ethnoculture (“Anglo-centric/Assimilationist attitudes”)
and agreement with promotion of ethnic diversity (“Inclusive/Pluralistic attitudes”), an
Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was initially run to empirically test this assumption
(i.e., that a two-factor solution would underlie the set of items). The factorial solution
suggested by the EFA was then confirmed by means of a Confirmatory Factor Analysis
[33] in an independent sample to avoid capitalization on chance [34, 35]. We randomly
divided the NDTIS sample into one group for the EFA and another group for the CFA.
Considering that a sample size with at least 200 participants is sufficient for EFA under
normal conditions (medium communalities and at least three measured variables
loading on each factor) [36] and CFA has higher sample requirements, 271 participants
from the original survey were randomly selected for the EFA.
Factor retention relied on the Scree Plot [37] criteria and Parallel Analysis (PA)
[38]. In the PA, 1,000 random and resampled datasets with the same number of
RRAMS items and respondents were generated. The rationale of the PA is that
meaningful factors extracted in the current study should account for more variance than
factors extracted from random data [36]. Factor extraction was conducted with
maximum likelihood [39] and oblique rotation (“direct oblimin”) [40]. Items with nonsalient factor loadings (.<40) were deleted. Additionally, 100 bootstrapped samples
were used to generate factor loadings’ 95% confidence intervals [41].
Phase 3: Confirmation of the factorial structure in an independent sample
After a factorial structure was derived from the EFA, this was assessed using
CFA in an independent sample (n = 2,443). The estimation method was weighted least
squares [42], with a mean- and variance-adjusted (WLSMV) test statistic [43].
Missingness of individual item responses ranged from 0.9% to 2.2%, and this was
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handled with multiple imputation of 20 datasets using the fully conditional specification
method [44]. We imputed information for individuals who responded at least one item
of the RRAMSs (n = 2,714). Rubin’s rules [45] were used to pool point estimates and
standard errors (SE). To evaluate model fit, the scaled χ2 was used to test the hypothesis
of exact-fit. Additionally, we evaluated approximate fit indices, such as the scaled
Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and scaled1 Root Mean Squared Error of Approximation
(RMSEA). Values of CFI ≥ 0.96 and RMSEA ≤ 0.5 indicate good model fit [46],
while 0.5 < RMSEA ≤ 1.0 indicates acceptable fit [35].
Since factorial structures derived from EFA do not necessarily imply good
fitting CFA models (e.g. due to cross-loadings or error correlations) [47], in case the
factorial structure had a poor fit, model re-specifications were informed by standardized
residuals, modification indices (MI) and the standardized expected parameter change
(SEPC) [48]. Completely standardized solutions were reported in the present paper.
Phase 4: Analysis of measurement invariance
An initial Multigroup CFA [49] was conducted to check if the same factorial
structure would hold for all sex, age, and education-based groups – i.e., to whether
configural invariance could be confirmed with the data at hand. The χ2, CFI and
RMSEA and their previously described cut-off points were used to evaluate configural
invariance. The second level of measurement invariance, metric invariance, was
assessed to ascertain whether factor loadings were similar across the same groups. The
final test, scalar invariance, was used to determine whether item thresholds were equal
across sex, age and education. Since scalar models are nested within metric models, and
metric models are nested within configural models, metric and scalar invariance were
evaluated through a Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT), namely the ∆ χ2 [50]. The ∆ χ2
1

For simplicity, the term ‘scaled’ will be omitted from now on.
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statistic was computed in each imputed dataset and pooled according to Li, Meng (51)
recommendations (i.e. D2 statistic). When the ∆ χ2 was statistically significant, the
∆CFI [52] was employed to evaluated the magnitude of the difference. Models with
∆CFI ≤ -.002 indicated lack of invariance [53]. In instances when measurement
invariance was not achieved, tests of partial invariance were conducted [54].
Phase 5: Reliability
Internal consistency was calculated with McDonald’s H [55] and ordinal 𝛼
[56]. The McDonald’s H has two advantages over the traditional and widely used
Cronbach’s 𝛼. It does not assume (1) tau-equivalence and a (2) congeneric model
without correlated errors (i.e. locally independent items) [57]. Furthermore, the ordinal
𝛼 is reported given that Cronbach’s 𝛼 underestimates reliability in ordinal Likert scales.
Adequate methods for calculating ordinal 𝛼 confidence intervals are not available [58].
Phase 6: Item reduction analysis
In the item reduction analysis, we evaluated inter-item correlations, corrected
item-total correlations (CITC) and item difficulties. Inter-item correlations indicate the
extent which all items on a scale are examining the same construct without redundancy.
Thus, inter-item correlations should be moderate (i.e. items measure the same construct
but also have unique variances) and items with correlations lower than .20 were
considered for deletion [59].
The next step was the evaluation of CITC. One important aspect in instrument
development is achieving a good balance between a small number of items (lengthy
questionnaires can induce lower response rates [60]) and adequate reliability. A recent
study by Zijlmans, Tijmstra (61) showed that the CITC [62] performed better than other
methods at identifying which items can be removed while maximizing reliability.
Therefore, items with the lowest CITC should be the first to be considered for removal.
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The corrected item-total correlation needs to be calculated within subscale since items
can only be summed into a total score when they measure the same construct [63]. For
this reason, CITCs were calculated after the factorial structure was established (i.e. we
had no prior information about which item belonged to which subscale to calculate
corrected total scores). Given the ordinal nature of the data, the inter-item correlations
and CITCs were investigated with non-parametric Kendall’s  [64].
Finally, due to the limitations of classical difficulty indices such as the p-value
(i.e. proportion of correct responses given the total score) [65], we evaluated item
difficulty with the LIIRF, the location index based on the item-response function [66].
The LIIRF is calculated based on the item locations (i), which are a well-known
reparameterization of item thresholds (i) of adjacent i and i +1 response categories
[67]. The LIIRF indicates the value of the latent trait in which respondents have an
average score of half the maximum item score. For example, in a 5-point rating scale
(items ranging from 0 = Strongly Disagree to 4 = Strongly Agree), the LIIRF indicates
the level of inclusive/pluralistic attitudes required for participants to score on average 2
(2 = Neutral). In our study, the LIIRF was chosen over item thresholds (i) to convey
item difficulty due to two advantages: the interpretation of the LIIRF is (a) easier, since
it is a single index compared to four thresholds per item; and (b) more substantive,
since it is based on the latent trait (“Anglo-centric/Assimilationist attitudes” or
“Inclusive/Pluralistic attitudes”) rather than on the latent response variables [68].
Nonetheless, for the sake of completeness, we also reported the item thresholds (i).
Phase 7: Criterion-related validity
To evaluate the RRAMS’ criterion-related validity, we investigated knowngroups validity according to sex, education and age. Known-groups validity compares
the levels of the constructs in different groups (e.g. men compared to women) and
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should be applied when it is known, theoretically or due to previous empirical research,
that these groups differ on the variable of interest. Therefore, known-groups validity
can inform whether the instrument is able to discriminate between two groups that are
known to be different regarding the construct (e.g. individuals with more education
have more inclusive attitudes). The investigation of known-groups validity is important
in many instances, such as when there is no “gold standard” method of measurement to
which the instrument can be compared [69]. That is, since there is no “gold standard” or
established (based on robust psychometric evidence) instrument to measure racial
related attitudes and multiculturalism in Australia, it is hard to define what would
constitute a good measure for the RRAMS to display convergent validity with.
Furthermore, in our case, there is previous evidence of groups that are known to differ
according to multiculturalism and race-related attitudes. For example, as
multiculturalism can be perceived as identity-threatening by dominant group members
[11, 19], we expected men to have more conservative attitudes towards
multiculturalism when compared to women [22, 70]. The same pattern was expected
for older participants (>45 years old) when compared to younger respondents [22, 70,
71]. Participants with a university degree, in turn, were expected to be more supportive
of multiculturalism than those with lower educational attainment. This hypothesis is in
accordance with previous findings showing that sense of economic security (economic,
personal, and cultural), higher education and younger age were associated with more
positive attitudes towards multiculturalism and lesser exclusionary attitudes [22, 70,
71]. Therefore, sex, age and education were chosen as the exogenous variables for the
evaluation of known-groups validity. To assess known-groups validity, latent mean
differences were calculated by constraining the latent means in one of the groups (i.e.
women and participants with higher education) to zero, so this group would function as
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a reference group. Considering that latent variances were constrained to one in the
completely standardized solution, latent mean differences are interpreted as effect sizes
analogous to Cohen’s [72] d [73]. Finally, we employed the Empirical Bayes model
[74] to estimate factor scores, which were plotted using Kernel density [75] to inform
not only the average but also the distribution of the latent trait according to groups.
Results
Identification of a potential factorial structure
Investigation of the Scree Plot and PA indicated that 2 factors substantially
explained more variance than factors extracted from randomly generated data (Figure
1).
Note. The triangles indicate the factors’ eigenvalues extracted from the study data. The
dashed lines and 95% CI indicate the factors’ eigenvalues extracted from the 1,000
simulated and resampled datasets. FA stands for factor analysis.
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Figure 1. Parallel Analysis and Scree Plots of the Race-related Attitudes and
Multiculturalism Scale.
It should be noted that, although the third factor accounted for more variance
than the third factor extracted from the random datasets, the difference was trivial. For
this reason, only two factors were retained. The next step was the evaluation of the
factor loadings (Table 2). Results showed that Item 2 (“Some of the best people in our
country are those who are challenging our government and ignoring the ‘normal’ way
things are supposed to be done”), Item 3 (“It is okay if some racial or ethnic groups
have better opportunities in life than others”) and Item 6 (“We shouldn’t talk about
racial or ethnic differences”) did not have substantial factor loadings (>.40) and were
therefore excluded. Item 5 had the smallest factor loadings (λ2 = 0.440 95% CI [0.220,
0.610]).
Table 2. Exploratory Factor Analysis: Factor Loadings (λs) and Bootstrapped 95% CI
(n = 271).
Factor 1
Item

Factor 2

Estimate

95% CI

Estimate

95% CI

1. We need to stop people spreading dangerous
ideas and stick to the way things have always been
done in Australia.

0.59

[0.40, 0.77]

-0.10

[-0.26, 0.03]

2. Some of the best people in our country are those
who are challenging our government and ignoring
the ‘normal’ way things are supposed to be done.

0.08

[-0.16, 0.26]

0.38

[0.15, 0.57]

3. It is okay if some racial or ethnic groups have
better opportunities in life than others.

0.27

[0.00, 0.47]

0.10

[-0.16, 0.30]

4. We should do what we can to create equal
conditions for different racial or ethnic groups.

-0.12

[-0.28, 0.02]

0.57

[0.39, 0.74]

5. Australians from an Anglo background (that is,
of British descent) enjoy an advantaged position in
our society.

-0.03

[-0.25, 0.15]

0.44

[0.22, 0.61]
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6. We shouldn’t talk about racial or ethnic
differences.

0.23

[-0.02, 0.44]

-0.06

[-0.28, 0.13]

7. People from racial or ethnic minority groups
benefit Australian society.

-0.06

[-0.27, 0.11]

0.47

[0.24, 0.64]

8. People from racial and ethnic minority groups
experience discrimination in Australia.

0.01

[-0.16, 0.11]

0.74

[0.57, 0.88]

9. Something more should be done to reduce
discrimination experienced by people from racial
or ethnic minority groups in Australia.

0.02

[-0.14, 0.14]

0.88

[0.73, 1.00]

10.Racial or ethnic minority groups take away jobs
from other Australians.

0.65

[0.44, 0.81]

-0.07

[-0.27, 0.07]

11.The Australian way of life is weakened by
people from minority racial or ethnic backgrounds
maintaining their cultural beliefs and values.

0.65

[0.46, 0.83]

0.04

[-0.11, 0.13]

12.People from racial and ethnic minority groups
should behave more like mainstream Australians.

0.81

[0.63, 0.95]

0.01

[-0.18, 0.13]

Note. Deleted items highlighted in bold.
After deletion of these four items and EFA re-analysis, the two-factor solution achieved
simple structure. This time, however, Item 5 did not achieve a substantial factor loading
(λ2 = 0.390; 95% CI [0.180, 0.590]) (Supplementary Table 1); that is, the factors
explained only 19% of the variance of item responses (“communality”), while 81% of
the variance was explained by other sources (“uniqueness”), such as measurement
error. For this reason, Item 5 was also excluded from the analysis.
Confirmation of the factorial structure in an independent sample
The 2-factor model was then selected and its fit, examined (2(19) = 341.070,
p<0.001, CFI = 0.974, RMSEA = 0.083; 90% CI [0.076, 0.091]). Since the null
hypothesis of exact-fit was rejected (2(19) = 341.070, p<0.001), we proceeded to
evaluate the indices of approximate-fit. The CFI indicated a good fit to the data (>.960),
while the RMSEA was adequate (0.5 < RMSEA ≤ 1.0). Residual correlations are
displayed in Supplementary Table 2. Considering the overall good fit of the model and
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that all items exhibited substantial factor loadings (Table 3), the two-factor model with
8 items was accepted.
“Anglo-centric/Assimilationist attitudes” (e.g. “Racial or ethnic minority groups
take away jobs from other Australians”), whereas the second subscale comprised six
items assessing agreement with “Inclusive/Pluralistic attitudes”

Table 3. Confirmatory Factor Analysis: Factor Loadings (λs) and Factor correlations (n
= 2,443).
Item

Estimate
(SE)

p-value

95% C.I.

CITC

LIIRF

<0.001

[0.601, 0.656]

0.43

0.00

<0.001

[0.764, 0.804]

0.50

0.72

<0.001

[0.838, 0.874]

0.58

0.44

<0.001

[0.794, 0.834]

0.57

0.01

<0.001

[0.620, 0.684]

0.41

-1.58

<0.001

[0.595, 0.658]

0.39

-1.16

<0.001

[0.655, 0.706]

0.43

-0.80

Subscale
1:
Anglocentric/Assimilationist attitudes
1. We need to stop people spreading
dangerous ideas and stick to the way things
have always been done in Australia.
10. Racial or ethnic minority groups take
away jobs from other Australians.
11.The Australian way of life is weakened
by people from minority racial or ethnic
backgrounds maintaining their cultural
beliefs and values.
12.People from racial and ethnic minority
groups should behave more like
mainstream Australians.
Subscale
attitudes

2:

0.629
(0.014)
0.784
(0.010)
0.856
(0.009)
0.814
(0.010)

Inclusive/Pluralistic

4. We should do what we can to create
equal conditions for different racial or
ethnic groups.
7. People from racial or ethnic minority
groups benefit Australian society.
8. People from racial and ethnic minority
groups experience discrimination in
Australia.

0.652
(0.016)
0.627
(0.016)
0.680
(0.013)
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9. Something more should be done to
reduce discrimination experienced by
people from racial or ethnic minority
groups in Australia.
Factor
correlation
(anglocentric/assimilationist
attitudes
x
inclusive/pluralistic attitudes)

0.835
(0.012)
-0.638
(0.016)

<0.001

[0.813, 0.858]

0.54

-0.86

<0.001

[-0.669, -0.608]

-

-

Note. CITC = Corrected Item-Total Correlations. LIIRF = Location Index based on the
Item Response Function. Standardized factor loadings are displayed. Point estimates and
SE were pooled across 20 imputed datasets according to Rubin’s rules. LIIRF was
calculated based on pooled item thresholds and factor loadings.
Analysis of measurement invariance
Next, measurement invariance by sex, education and age was evaluated.
Regarding sex, the LRT indicated that the metric model was not statistically different
from the configural model (∆ χ2 (6) = 11.86; p = 0.065), and that the scalar model was
not statistically different from the metric model (∆ χ2 (16) = 24.26; p = 0.083). In other
words, factor loadings and thresholds were invariant across men and women. Regarding
education, although the configural model and scalar model were statistically different
(∆ χ2 (6) = 19.14; p = 0.004), the fit of the (constrained) metric model improved (∆CFI
=0.002) providing evidence of metric invariance between those with and without higher
education. The same happened when metric invariance was evaluated by age; although
the configural model and scalar model were statistically different (∆ χ2 (6) = 15.15; p =
0.019), the fit of the metric model (∆CFI = 0.005) was better. When scalar invariance
was evaluated, the pooled ∆ χ2 was negative for both education and age-based groups.
Although a negative ∆ χ2 is not interpretable (and, therefore, values were set to zero),
these negative values can occur when the difference between models are small [76]. For
this reason, the threshold constraints were regarded as tenable [77] and provided
indirect support for scalar invariance.
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Table 4. Measurement invariance according to sex and education.
Model

χ2

df

p-value

RMSEA

90% CI

CFI

∆ χ2 (df)

p-value

∆ CFI

Configural

381.703

38

<0.001

0.086

[0.078, 0.094]

0.973

-

-

-

Metric

340.310

44

<0.001

0.074

[0.067, 0.082]

0.976

11.86 (6)

0.065

0.003

Scalar

428.058

60

<0.001

0.074

[0.065, 0.077]

0.971

24.26 (16)

0.083

0.005

Configural

363.867

38

<0.001

0.084

[0.076, 0.092]

0.974

-

-

-

Metric

339.008

44

<0.001

0.074

[0.067, 0.082]

0.976

19.14 (6)

0.004

0.002

Scalar

422.999

60

<0.001

0.070

[0.064, 0.077]

0.971

0 (6)*

1.000

-0.005

Configural

385.254

38

<0.001

0.087

[0.079, 0.094]

0.973

-

-

-

Metric

332.751

44

<0.001

0.073

[0.066, 0.081]

0.978

15.15 (6)

0.019

0.005

Scalar

386.834

60

<0.001

0.067

[0.061, 0.073]

0.975

0 (6)*

1.000

-0.003

Sex

Education

Age

Note. χ2 = chi-square; df = degrees of freedom; RMSEA = root mean square error of
approximation; CFI = comparative fit index; ∆χ2 (df) = chi-square difference and degrees
of freedom; ∆CFI = CFI difference. * Negative pooled test statistic was set to zero.

Reliability
The first subscale “Anglo-centric/Assimilationist attitudes” (H = 0.83, ORDINAL =
0.85,  = 0.85; 95% CI [0.84, 0.86]) showed good reliability, while the
“Inclusive/Pluralistic attitudes” subscale (H = 0.77, ORDINAL = 0.79,  = 0.72; 95%
CI [0.70, 0.73]) exhibited adequate reliability.
Item Reduction Analysis
Inter-item correlations ranged from 0.29 to 0.56 (Supplementary 3) and no
correlations were lower than 0.20. The CITCs ranged from 0.39 to 0.58. Within the
“Anglo-centric/Assimilationist attitudes” dimension, the easiest item was “We need to
stop people spreading dangerous ideas and stick to the way things have always been done
in Australia” (LIIRF = 0.00), while the hardest item was “Racial or ethnic minority groups
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take away jobs from other Australians” (LIIRF = 0.72) (Table 3). That is, with respect to
Item 10, respondents needed to have 0.72 standard deviations more anglocentric/assimilationist attitudes than the average Australian to produce an expected score
of 2 out of 4. Item 10 was the hardest item in the “Anglo-centric/Assimilationist
attitudes” subscale since its endorsement required more anglo-centric/assimilationist
attitudes than the other items. Within the “Inclusive/Pluralistic attitudes” subscale, the
easiest item was “We should do what we can to create equal conditions for different racial
or ethnic groups” (LIIRF = -1.58), while the hardest item was “People from racial and
ethnic minority groups experience discrimination in Australia.” (LIIRF = -0.80). The
hierarchy of item difficulties was identical when average item thresholds (̅) were
inspected (Supplementary Table 4).
Criterion-related validity
Examination of criterion-related validity indicated that men (M = 0.105; 95% CI
[0.014, 0.197]), participants without tertiary education (M = 0.585; 95% CI [0.474,
0.696]) and those aged 45 years and over (M = 0.373; 95% CI [0.275, 0.470]) had
higher Anglo-centric/assimilationist attitudes. Furthermore, men (M = -0.116; 95% CI
[-0.213, -0.020]) and participants without tertiary education (M = -0.304; 95% CI [0.420, -0.188]) also presented lower inclusive/pluralistic attitudes. The difference in
inclusive/pluralistic attitudes between participants aged 45 years and over (M = -0.045;
95% CI [-0.148, 0.057]) and their peers was close to zero. The distribution of factor
scores is displayed in Figure 2.
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Note. The Kernel density plots indicate the distribution of factor scores.

Figure 2. Factor scores Kernel density plots of assimilationist and pluralistic attitudes.
Discussion
The current study aimed to present the RRAMS as a measure of attitudes
towards multiculturalism in Australia and to examine its psychometric properties using
data from a nationwide sample. The two-factor solution proposed in exploratory stages
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of the analysis was thereafter confirmed by means of a CFA in an independent sample.
Results showed that the two subscales of “Anglocentric/Assimilationist attitudes” and
“Inclusive/Pluralistic attitudes” are initially valid and reliable for the Australian
population.
In the initial stage of psychometric assessment, we identified poorly performing
items, and these were excluded. One of these was Item 2 (“Some of the best people in
our country are those who are challenging our government and ignoring the ‘normal’
way things are supposed to be done”), an item originally designed to reflect RWA in
relation to multiculturalism. Despite its original purpose, Item 2 might not reflect the
cultural and race-related topic in question. This is one possible explanation why the
responses to this item were not strongly influenced by respondent’s Inclusive/Pluralistic
attitudes towards multiculturalism (only 12% of the variance was explained by the
factor). For instance, the wording “challenging our government” can be interpreted as
referring to a general debate not reflecting ethnic-racial differences on political
representation and resources distribution, for example. Future studies might test the
item fit by emphasizing ‘challenging our government’ as pressuring for a political
agenda that prioritize reducing social inequalities among ethnic-racial groups and
promotion of a pluralistic society.
Items 3 (“It is okay if some racial or ethnic groups have better opportunities in
life than others”) and 6 (“We shouldn’t talk about racial or ethnic differences”) also
performed poorly and failed to capture assimilationist views. Item 3 was designed to
reflect respondent’s SDO. It was hypothesized that participants with high SDO, and
thus assimilationist views of multiculturalism, would endorse the item. Contrarily to
expected, these respondents might have interpreted the phrasing ‘some racial or ethnic
groups’ as a reference to ethnic-racial minorities. Conservatives might perceive
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affirmative action and social assistance policies as privileges and can endorse the
notion that minorities ‘have it easy’. Conservative attitudes such as that of RWA and
SDO have been linked to social and economic conservatism, reflecting ideologies of
competition and meritocracy [78]. The ambiguity left by the item wording can thus
explain its failure in discriminating assimilationist attitudes. Item 6, in turn, might have
not worked in its subdomain because, again contrarily to our hypothesis, respondents
with high assimilationist views might be willing to discuss racial and ethnic differences
with the intent of promoting assimilationist and racist views [79]. Therefore, the item
performed poorly as respondents in the different strata of assimilationist attitudes could
be prone do endorse the item for different reasons.
The last deleted item was Item 5 (“Australians from an Anglo background [that
is, of British descent] enjoy an advantaged position in our society”). One possible
explanation for the item’s poor performance is that the recognition of privilege does not
necessarily informs on inclusive/pluralistic attitudes. For example, a previous study in
the Australian states of Queensland and New South Wales showed these as two
independent dimensions [9]. The item poor loading in the inclusive attitudes domain
suggests respondents might not link acknowledgment of white privilege to their notion
of a pluralistic society. Taken together, these results potentially indicate that debates
over multiculturalism in Australia need to promote awareness of the connection
between Anglo-privilege and racism. Scholars advocate that challenging racism and
privilege is as a necessary step to promote the abandonment of assimilationist views in
favour of more inclusive perspectives [9, 13].
The subscales “Anglo-centric/Assimilationist attitudes” and
“Inclusive/Pluralistic attitudes” achieved metric invariance and scalar invariance
according to sex. Furthermore, the two subscales achieved metric invariance according
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education and the results also (indirectly) supported scalar invariance. That is, “Anglocentric/Assimilationist attitudes” and “Inclusive/Pluralistic attitudes” influenced the
item responses the same way in each group (metric invariance) and the items were not
more difficult for one group compared to another (scalar invariance). The RRAMS
items can thus be used to compare men/women, participants with/without tertiary
education and young/older participants, and the scores will reflect true differences
regarding “Anglo-centric/Assimilationist attitudes” and “Inclusive/Pluralistic attitudes”
rather than measurement bias [35].
After ensuring measurement invariance between subgroups, we compared the
factor scores between men and women, participants with and without tertiary education,
and participants up to and over 45 years of age. The stronger predictor of assimilationist
and inclusive attitudes was education status, while sex also influenced both constructs.
Furthermore, older individuals were more likely to have higher assimilationist attitudes.
The role of education in promoting inclusive/pluralistic has been previously established
[22, 70] and suggests education as an important target for future interventions aimed at
promoting multiculturalism in Australia. The results also indicated that men and older
individuals had stronger assimilationist attitudes in comparison with women and
younger counterparts [71]. In general, the associations of the two subscales with sex,
education, and age conformed to the theoretical expectations and provide further
evidence of the RRAMS’ construct validity.
With regards to reliability, the “Anglo-centric/Assimilationist attitudes” and
“Inclusive/Pluralistic attitudes” subscales showed adequate reliability (>.70) [80], since
values between .70 and .80 are considered appropriate for research purposes [81]. In
case the RRAMS is used in the future in high-stakes scenarios (i.e. where decisions
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need to be made based on scale scores) [82], new items should be developed to increase
reliability.
In the item reduction analysis, all items displayed moderate inter-item
correlations and CITC, so no items were required to be removed. The item with the
smallest CITC was Item 7 (“People from racial or ethnic minority groups benefit
Australian society”), followed by Item 4 (“We should do what we can to create equal
conditions for different racial or ethnic groups.”). Since reliability was only modest, we
considered that further shortening the questionnaire would be more detrimental in terms
of reliability and content validity than beneficial as a means of creating a briefer
measure. In addition, with the exception of Item 1 (“We need to stop people spreading
dangerous ideas and stick to the way things have always been done in Australia.”) and
Item 12 (“People from racial and ethnic minority groups should behave more like
mainstream Australians.”), the items difficulties were spread across the latent trait.
Once again, although Item 1 or Item 2 could potentially be removed due to similar
difficulties, we believe removing additional items would be detrimental to content
validity and the psychometric properties of the scale.
One limitation of the current study was that we were not able to evaluate
convergent and discriminant validity. The RRAMS was originally applied at the 2013
NDTIS, a study that focused on collecting information on the use of dental services in
Australia and did not include other psychosocial measures. For this reason, we
considered known-groups validity to be the best strategy to investigate the RRAMS’
criterion-related validity. While the results from known-groups validity were in
accordance with theoretical expectations (e.g. inclusive attitudes were more present in
individuals with more education), future studies need also to investigate other forms of
validity, such as convergent/discriminant and predictive validity. For example, future
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studies should evaluate whether the scores from the “Inclusive/Pluralistic attitudes”
subscale are positively correlated (i.e. convergent validity) with scores from other
instruments evaluating multiculturalist and inclusive attitudes. Our analyses did not
account for sampling weights, meaning that our sample is not representative of the
Australian population. It is important to highlight, however, that our study included
Australians from all age groups and socioeconomic backgrounds across all states and
territories of the country. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, this is the largest
sample in which a measure of attitudes towards multiculturalism has been employed in
Australia. Lack of representativeness and its implications to the validity of scientific
findings are central to longstanding discussions in the literature (ref.). Because the
purpose of the current analysis was to assess the psychometric properties of the
RRAMS, as opposed to purely describe prevalence estimates, we do not believe that the
lack of representativeness of our sample limits the validity of inferences made here in.
The fact that a study sample is representative of some larger population does not mean
that the associations or correlations between variables in the sample will apply to every
subgroup of the population (ref.). The overall association or correlation is simply an
average value that has been balanced according to the distribution of people in these
subgroups. If a sample that is representative of the sex distribution in the target
population, the results will not necessarily be apply to both males and females, but only
to a hypothetical participant that is “weighted” on sex. Subgroups analyses are
necessary if one wishes to investigate relationships between variables by subgroups,
which we have performed during the criterion validity assessment stage.
In conclusion, we successfully developed a comprehensive race-related attitudes
and multiculturalism scale to the Australian context. We used robust, cutting edge
psychometric techniques and a large, nation-wide survey. The small number of items
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(eight) means the instrument will likely be readily used by policy makers and in future
research. Future studies should assess the scaling properties of the instrument by using
parametric and non-parametric Item Response Theory techniques. The instrument may,
nevertheless, be useful to inform on multiculturalism attitudes across the country and
hopefully contribute to a public debate aimed to promote multiculturalist inclusive
attitudes with the potential to increase social cohesion in Australia.
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